
Chapter 19. Sudden Enlightenment

There are two key steps that must occur before sudden enlightenment can occur. These two key
steps can be understood as the processes of purifying yourself and disidentifying yourself. When
you purify yourself, you discriminate the true from the false. You have to discriminate the true
nature of being, which is called pure being, from everything that appears to have being but in
reality has no being. The unreal has no being. That's why the unreal is called an illusion or false.
The unreal is no more real than the animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality that
are projected from a computer screen to the point of view of an observer that perceives them.
The hardest part of purifying yourself is seeing that everything you can perceive is no more real
than animated images of a computer-generated virtual reality. That's the point you have to come
to before you can purify yourself. You have to see that everything you can perceive is unreal and
false. Every feeling you can have, every concept you can conceptualize, every perception you
can perceive, is false. Every idea you have about yourself is false because everything you can
perceive is false. You are the perceiver, and nothing you can perceive can be your true nature.
Only the consciousness of the perceiver is true, but that is not perceivable. Your discrimination
of the true from the false in a process of self-purification is the first key step in the process that
leads to sudden enlightenment. The second key step in the process is your willingness to
disidentify yourself from everything you can perceive. You have to reject the false and embrace
the truth. You have to become willing to identify yourself only with the truth of what you really
are, which is the unperceivable consciousness or pure being of the perceiver. While you are in
the process of carrying out these two key steps, all you can do is wait for sudden enlightenment.

While you wait, all you can do is reject all your false self-identifications with everything you can
perceive and focus your attention on your own sense of being present as the perceiver. The way
you reject all the false ideas you have about yourself and all your false self-identifications with
everything you can perceive is by becoming desireless. When you become desireless, you
become selfless. That's when you can pass through the gateless gate and sudden enlightenment
can happen. Your consciousness rises to the highest possible level of selfless awareness.

This purification and disidentification process is the process of becoming desireless and selfless.
The way you become desireless is through your surrender to divine will and your willingness to
detach yourself from things. You surrender to divine will when you give up your desire to be in
control and defend yourself. The operative word is giving up. You stop interfering with the
normal flow of things. You put your trust in divine will to sort out what is for the best and accept
everything as it is every moment with no desire that anything be any different than it is in the
moment. You stop emotionally projecting yourself into a nonexistent past or future by creating
personal memories of the past or anticipations of the future. Without that emotional projection
into a nonexistent personal past or future, you stop emotionally constructing a personal
self-concept. You accept the present moment as it is and know yourself to be a presence of
consciousness that only exists in the present moment. You know yourself to be that presence of
consciousness by looking within and focusing your attention on your own sense of being present.



To complete this purification and disidentification process of becoming desireless and selfless,
you have to let go and sever your emotional attachments. The operative word is letting go. When
you sever an emotional attachment, it feels like something dies inside. What dies away is your
mentally constructed ego structure or personal self-concept, which is the false idea you have
about yourself of being a person in the world you perceive as you emotionally identify yourself
with the form of a person. Personal self-identification is no more real than an emotional body
feeling you perceive. You only construct a personal self-concept in your mind when you feel
emotionally self-limited to the emotionally animated form of a person, which is called a body.

Your emotionally energized personal self-concept or ego structure dies away when you sever
your emotional attachments to things and become desireless, but there is a core self-concept that
must die away before you can really become selfless. Your core self-concept is your own sense
of being present as a presence of consciousness. That core sense of individual existence is called
I Am. To truly become selfless, you must lose that sense of individual existence. The sense of
individual existence is always constructed in a subject-object relation as you perceive things,
which gives rise to the sense of self and other. The Self is the subject or perceiver, the object or
other is whatever you perceive, and the relation between them is perception. The Self as a
presence of perceiving consciousness always arises with its own sense of individual existence or
I-Am-ness. The problem in terms of becoming enlightened is you are only present as a presence
of consciousness or the Self in order to perceive your own world, and that world of your
perceptions is the nature of falseness or illusion. The world of perceptions you perceive is an
illusion that is only created because you are present to perceive that world. That world of
perceptions is no more real than the projected and animated images of a computer-generated
virtual reality. That's what makes the world of perceptions unreal. The Self as the perceiver of
that world is as much a part of the illusion as the world it perceives. The problem in terms of
becoming enlightened isn't just the problem of delusion that arises when the Self falsely
identifies itself with something it perceives. The problem is that the Self is an untruth because
individual existence is an untruth. The truth of existence is undivided and has no sense of
individual existence or sense of being a Self. When there is no Self, there is also no other. The
truth has no sense of self and other. The subject-object relation of self and other can only appear
to exist at the level of the computer-generated virtual reality that the Self perceives, which is
inherently an untruth and unreal. The truth is undivided and One. Pure being is One being.
Sudden enlightenment is only possible if you truly become selfless and lose your own sense of
being a Self and having individual existence. The sense of being a Self is the core self-concept
that must come to an end before you can become enlightened.

In the process of purifying and disidentifying yourself, you have to give up with your willingness
to surrender to divine will and let go with your willingness to sever your emotional attachments.
That is the only way you can become desireless. You have to purify and disidentify yourself and
become desireless and selfless before sudden enlightenment can happen, but to truly become
selfless, you also have to lose your own sense of individual existence. You have to lose your own



sense of Self-ness and I-Am-ness. Surrender and detachment are the only things you can do at the
level of becoming desireless, which paradoxically is your willingness to do nothing. You then
have to wait before you can become nothing and know nothing. You wait as you look within and
focus your attention on your own sense of being present while in this desireless state. You have
to wait until you truly become selfless. When you truly become selfless, you no longer have a
sense of being present, Self-ness or I-Am-ness. That's what you have to wait for. When you are
no longer present to perceive your own world, you no longer have a Self that perceives that
world. Both that Self and the world the Self perceives disappear from existence. That's when you
truly become selfless. That's when the gateless gate opens. That's when both the Self and the
world the Self perceives disappear from existence. This opening of and passing through the
gateless gate is described as falling into the void. When you fall into the void, you also dissolve
into the void. This dissolution into nothingness is described as being like a drop of water that
dissolves into the ocean. The Self as a point of perceiving consciousness is like the drop of water
and the void of undivided consciousness is like the ocean. In this dissolution, individual being
dissolves back into pure undivided being. That's the nature of sudden enlightenment.

After this sudden enlightenment experience, you again perceive your own world, but you no
longer perceive that world as the Self. Your consciousness rises to the highest possible level of
consciousness, which is called selfless awareness. Abiding in this state of selfless awareness is
also called abiding nondual awareness or abiding in the source. The Source refers to the source
of consciousness and the Self. The Source is the void of pure undivided being or the ocean of
consciousness. When you abide in the source, you become aware of the Self as a moving point of
illuminating and perceiving consciousness. You become aware of the Self from the highest
possible level of consciousness within the darkness, silence, stillness and emptiness of the void.
You become aware of the Self even as the Self perceives its own illuminated and animated world.

Do Nothing, Be Nothing, Know Nothing: The Path of Awakening

Awakening isn’t about doing anything or knowing anything. It certainly isn’t about becoming
anything. Awakening is only about knowing the absolute nothingness that is the truth of what
you really are. In order to awaken to that absolute truth, you have to become willing to do
nothing and to be nothing before you can know that nothingness.

Awakening is called awakening because everything you know about is no more real than what
appears to happen in a dream. The world you perceive is no more real than a dream that you are
dreaming. The person you take yourself to be in that world is no more real than a character in
that dream. Everything your character can do in that world is no more real than what appears to
happen in a dream. Everything you can appear to become in that world is no more real than a
character in a dream. Knowing about what appears to happen in a dream has nothing to do with
awakening from the dream. Awakening is only about awakening to the truth of what you really
are. You are the dreamer of the dream. Everything you know about is part of the dream. The true
nature of the dreamer dreaming the dream is absolute nothingness. You awaken to the truth of



what you are when you know that absolute nothingness. To know that absolute nothingness, you
must become willing to be nothing. To be nothing, you must become willing to do nothing.

Emotional detachment is necessary in the awakening process because before you can do nothing,
you have to have nothing. The only way you can have nothing is by detaching yourself from
everything you perceive in your own world. When you detach yourself from that world, you see
that world from a higher level of consciousness with a sense of distance and detachment, like a
movie you're watching. You know yourself to be a presence of consciousness at the center of that
world, out in the movie audience, and not to be a character in the movie, which is no more real
than an animated image projected from a movie screen to your point of view in the audience.
You see the whole thing as an illusion and you lose interest in paying attention to an illusion.
That's when you can withdraw your attention away from the illusion, look within and shift your
attention onto your own sense of being present at the center of the illusion. You have to detach
yourself from the world you perceive before you can know yourself to be that presence of
consciousness at the center of that world. The goal of detaching yourself from everything in the
world you perceive is to have nothing in that world so you can do nothing in that world.

The instructions for awakening are very clear. You have to look within, but you really can't look
within as long as your attention is firmly focused on the world you perceive and on your false
identity as a person in that world. That false identity is emotionally driven, which is why you
have to remove all the emotional energy from the mental construction of your personal
self-concept if you really want to awaken. The way you take all the emotional energy out of the
mental construction of your personal self-concept is by surrendering to divine will and severing
emotional attachments. That is what you have to do first. You have to detach yourself from the
world you perceive before you can deconstruct your personal self-concept. Deconstructing your
self-concept means you no longer emotionally energize it. You do that through surrender and by
severing emotional attachments. The goal of detaching yourself from everything in the world you
perceive is to have nothing in that world so you can do nothing, be nothing and know nothing.

If you are really serious about awakening, you only need to do three things, which paradoxically,
is the same as doing nothing. These three things can be summarized as your willingness to
surrender, your willingness to detach yourself from things, and your willingness to shift the focus
of your attention away from things and look within into the true nature of your being.

Surrender and Detachment: The Way Forward in the Awakening Process

Surrender. You need to lose your personal bias in your focus of attention. That personal bias is
always self-defensive, as it defends the survival of your personal self-concept with expression of
the survival emotions of fear and desire, which is your desire to control things in a personally
biased self-defensive way. The only way you can lose that personal bias in the way you focus
your attention and expresses emotions is if you surrender to divine will. You have to put your
trust in divine will to sort out what is for the best and accept everything as it is every moment



with no desire that anything be any different than it is in the moment. You have to stop trying to
control things in a self-defensive way and stop interfering with the normal flow of things. You
have to relax and allow things to play out in the normal way, which allows the flow of energy
through your body to come into alignment with the normal flow of things through your world.

That’s how you feel connected. Your expression of personally biased self-defensive survival
emotions is how you feel disconnected and self-limited, which leads you to identify yourself
with the personal form of your body. You know you are in a deep state of surrender when you
feel connected. In a deep state of surrender, you no longer feel self-limited to a body and no
longer identify yourself with a body. In a deep state of surrender, you can only know yourself to
be a spiritual presence of consciousness at the center of your own world that perceives things as
things play out in the normal way. You don't have to do anything to surrender. You only have to
stop defending yourself and stop trying to control things. You simply watch as things play out in
the normal way while you do nothing in the world that you perceive.

Surrender deals with the primitive survival emotions of fear and desire. The survival of a body in
the world depends on the expression of survival emotions of fear and desire that defend body
survival. A body must express these emotions if that body is to survive in the world. When that
emotional expression becomes personally biased, you feel self-limited to the personal form of a
body and identify yourself with that body form. You can only stop identifying yourself with the
personal form of your body and bring that personal self-identification to an end if you lose
personal bias in your focus of attention, which can only happen if you surrender to divine will
and give up the desire to control things in a personally biased self-defensive way.

Detachment. Surrender is a necessary first step in the awakening process, but to go further, you
have to become willing to detach yourself from things. Detachment deals with the social
emotions of emotional attachments, which are also survival emotions in the sense that they
defend the survival of the immature body of a child within a social context. The emotional
attachment of the child to its caregivers is necessary for the survival of the child’s immature body
that is incapable of fending for itself. By their nature, emotional attachments are immature since
they defend the survival of the immature body of a child within a social context. These immature
emotional attachments always occur within a social context of self and other. That emotional
context is how the personal self-concept is emotionally constructed, as the personal concept of
self is emotionally related to the concept of another. By its nature, the personal self-concept is
immature. The personal self-concept only becomes constructed within the social context of
immature emotional attachments. The personal self-concept naturally develops when the child is
around two years old, which tells us the personal self-concept is an immature thing.

When you attach yourself to something, you are being immature like a baby that attaches itself to
its mother. When you try to control things in the emotional context of your attachment to others,
your self-defensive actions are acts of futility, since you are trying to control the normal flow of
things through your world, which is not under your control. You are only creating more



frustration for yourself when you try to control what can’t be controlled. When you attach
yourself to things, you are emotionally reinforcing your personal self-concept, which is always
created in an emotional relationship of your personal self-concept to the concept of another.

Surrender deals with the primitive survival emotions of fear and desire. You also have to deal
with the social emotions of emotional attachments. The only way you can deconstruct your
personal self-concept is if you stop expressing personally biased survival emotions, which you
do through a process of surrender and emotional detachment. You surrender so you can lose the
self-defensive personal bias of primitive survival emotions. You detach yourself from things so
you can lose the personal bias of the social emotions of emotional attachments.

When you sever an emotional attachment, it always feels like something dies inside since part of
your personal self-concept dies away. Your personal self-concept is only mentally constructed as
your personal self-image is emotionally related to the image of another, and those emotional
relationships arise from the social emotions of emotional attachments. The emotional energy of
emotional attachments is what relates the concept of self to the concept of another. You can only
construct a personal self-image out of memory as you remember the past or anticipate the future,
and only emotional energy allows for that emotional projection to past or future events. You can
only awaken to the truth of what you really are if you stop making those emotional projections
and stop constructing a personal self-concept. To do that, you have to stop emotionally relating a
personal self-concept to the concept of another, which you can only do if you sever your
emotional attachments. When you sever an emotional attachment, it feels like something dies
inside because part of your ego structure dies away. You can only awaken if your personal
self-concept dies away since that’s the only way you can lose your personal bias in your focus of
attention, and that can only happen if you stop expressing personally biased survival emotions.
You can only do that by surrendering to divine will and severing your emotional attachments to
things. That is the only way you can free your focus of attention from that state of personal bias.

Focus and intent. To awaken, your attention needs to be free from personal bias, which means it
needs to be free of a personal self-concept. This is necessary so that you can shift the focus of
your attention away from the world you perceive and on your own sense of being present. Your
own sense of being present as a presence of consciousness at the center of the world you
perceive is the only true thing you can ever know about yourself. That is where you have to
focus your attention if you are to awaken to the truth of what you really are. This is where you
have to be serious about the awakening process. You have to focus your time, energy and
attention on the awakening process like a laser beam with a clear and unconflicted intent. You
have to discipline your focus of attention and stop it from wandering around in an aimless way.
Your willingness to discipline your focus of attention as you stop it from wandering around and
becoming distracted by the things you perceive is key to how serious you are about awakening.
You must lose personal bias in your focus of attention so you can shift your attention away from
the world you perceive and stop getting lost in worldly distractions. You must lose personal bias
in your focus of attention so you can shift your attention away from your body and stop being



immersed in body desires. You must lose personal bias in your focus of attention so you can shift
your attention away from your mind and stop getting lost in the self-referential thoughts that you
think about your personal self and the world within which that personal self appears to live.

Look within: you must lose your personal bias in your focus of attention so you can shift your
attention away from all this stuff that really has nothing to do with what you really are and look
within. You must refocus your attention on your own sense of being present, which is the only
true thing you can ever know about what you really are. You have to see your personal
self-concept to be an illusion of what you are and lose interest in paying attention to that illusion
so that you can shift your focus of attention onto your own sense of being present. You can only
withdraw your attention away from your personal self-concept when you see it to be an illusion
of what you are and you lose interest in paying attention to that illusion. You see it to be an
illusion when you withdraw the emotional energy of the survival emotions that energize it, which
you do as you surrender to divine will and sever emotional attachments. When you surrender and
let go, you do not hold onto anything or try to control anything. You stop interfering with the
normal flow of things. You stop trying to direct events or control things. You stop trying to
defend yourself. You see you are only defending an illusion of what you are as you defend the
survival of your personal self, which is no more real than a character in a movie that you are
watching. You see that you are always out in the movie audience. You know yourself to be a
spiritual presence of consciousness only watching the movie. Your true spiritual being needs no
defense since its existence is never threatened by whatever appears to happen in the movie.

In this deep state of surrender and let go, you just allow things to play out in the normal way and
come and go in the world in the normal flow of things through that world, while you watch
things happen from a higher level of consciousness with a sense of distance and detachment. You
know you are in a deep state of surrender and let go when you stop expressing survival emotions
that only defend your character, which you must stop doing before you can awaken. That’s the
process of losing your personal bias in the focus of your attention, which you must do before you
can see your personal self-concept to be an illusion and lose interest in paying attention to it.
Only then will you be serious about refocusing your attention on your own sense of being present
so that you can know yourself to be nothing more than a pure presence of consciousness at the
center of your own world. The only true thing you can ever know about yourself as you perceive
that world is your own sense of being present for it as a presence of consciousness. That is the
only way you can awaken to the truth of what you really are.

To recapitulate, awakening isn’t about doing anything. Your desire to do things is the problem.
Your desire to control things, to defend yourself, and to resist, fight against or interfere with the
normal flow of things in a personally biased way is the problem. If you really want to awaken,
and that’s a mighty big if, you have to become willing to do nothing. You have to sit back in your
seat in the audience, relax, and just watch as things play out in the normal way. You have to
allow yourself to feel connected as the flow of energy through your body comes into alignment
with the normal flow of things through your world. You have to stop creating a personally biased



self-defensive emotional disturbance in that world that only leads to feelings of disconnection.
You have to surrender to divine will and put your trust in the normal flow of things to sort out
what is for the best. You have to give up your expression of personally biased self-defensive
individual will, with its desire to control things and defend yourself, and allow things to play out
in the normal way. You have to accept everything as it is every moment with no desire that
anything be any different than it is in the present moment. The present moment is the only place
you can ever find yourself as a presence of consciousness at the center of the world you perceive.

Surrender is the only way you can know yourself to be a spiritual presence of consciousness out
in the movie audience that only watches the movie as the drama plays out on a stage. You see
that you are only defending an illusion of what you are when you defend a personal self-concept.
You are only defending the survival of your character on the stage. The true spiritual nature of
what you really are, which is your true spiritual being, needs no defense, since its existence is
never threatened by whatever appears to happen on the stage. You see this when you surrender to
divine will. When you see this, you undergo a death-rebirth transformation, as you die in identity
to your personal self-concept and are reborn as the impersonal spirit.

To go further in the awakening process, you also must detach yourself from things. You need to
let go and stop holding onto things. When you sever your emotional attachments to things, you
put some space around yourself as your consciousness rises to a higher level and you see things
with a sense of distance and detachment. You detach yourself from things so that you can know
yourself to be a detached witness of things. As a detached witness of things, you know yourself
not to be a thing. You are not-a-thing that you can perceive. You know yourself to be nothing but
a spiritual presence of impersonal consciousness out in the movie audience that is only watching
the movie as the drama plays out on a stage. You know yourself to be nothing.

In the awakening process, you first have to surrender to divine will and do nothing so that you
can know yourself to be a spiritual presence of consciousness. You then have to detach yourself
from things and be nothing so that you can know yourself to be a detached witness of things. You
then have to shift the focus of your attention away from your world and away from your
character in that world and onto your own sense of being present for that world so that you can
finally know nothing. Only when you are willing to do nothing and be nothing can you finally
turn your focus of attention away from your world and your character, look within, focus your
attention on your own sense of being present, and look within into the emptiness of your own
being. That is the only way you can awaken to the truth of what you really are and know nothing.

Shifting your focus of attention away from your world and character and onto your own sense of
being present as you look within into the emptiness of your own being is the key to your
awakening, but you will only do that when you lose interest in the world you perceive and your
character in that world. You have to see that world to be an illusion and your character to be an
illusion of what you really are. When you see the illusion to be an illusion and you lose interest



in paying attention to an illusion, only then will you become willing to look within and focus
your attention on your own sense of being present as a presence of consciousness.

You have a choice to make. You can be interested in trying to save the world and defend the life
of your character in that world, or you can awaken to the truth of what you really are. To awaken,
you have to lose interest in that world and the life of your character in that world, and refocus
your attention on your own sense of being present as you perceive that world. You have to know
yourself to be nothing more than a spiritual presence of consciousness perceiving that world
from the central point of view of that world. To know yourself to be nothing, you have to be
willing to do nothing. To lose interest in that world and your character in that world, you have to
see them to be illusions and lose interest in paying attention to an illusion, no more real than a
dream you are dreaming. To wake up from the dream, you have to become willing to look within
into the emptiness of your own being before you can know the nothingness that you really are.

Your world only appears to be real because you focus your attention on that world as you
perceive it. Things in that world only feel real because you focus your attention on things as you
perceive things. Your body is just another thing among other things in that world. Your thoughts,
feelings and memories are just more things among other things in that world. You always
perceive that world and all things in that world from the central point of view of that world. The
things you perceive in that world in reality are no more real than animated images of a movie
projected from a computer screen to the central point of view of your own world.

You can only perceive that world if you focus your attention on that world. You must be present
for that world, and to be present for it, you must focus your attention on that world. You are
present for your own world as a presence of consciousness at the center of your own world. Your
world only appears to come into existence if you are present to perceive it as you focus your
attention on it. If you are not present to perceive it, your world remains in an unobserved state of
potentiality. Both the form of things in that world and the flow of energy through that world that
animates all things remain in an unobserved state of potentiality until perceived, and you must be
present for that world as you focus your attention on that world to perceive it.

Your world only appears to come into existence if you focus your attention on that world. Not
only the forms of things in that world appear to come into existence when you focus your
attention on your world, but also the flow of energy through that world that animates those forms
also appears to come into existence when you focus your attention on that world. When you
withdraw your attention away from your world, you also withdraw your investment of energy in
that world. When you withdraw your attention and energy away from your world, that world
disappears from existence from your own point of view.

In terms of the holographic principle, the observer's world only appears to come into existence
when the observer is in an accelerated frame of reference. That is the only way the observer's
event horizon arises that acts as a holographic screen. The observer's holographic world not only



reflects the encoding of qubits of information on the observer's holographic screen that give rise
to the form of all things, as those forms are projected like images from the observer's screen to its
central point of view, but also the expenditure of energy through that world that animates those
forms. That expenditure of energy is inherent in the observer's accelerated frame of reference.
Both the encoding of information on the observer's screen inherent in the form of things and the
flow of energy through the observer's world inherent in the animation of those forms are inherent
in an unobserved state of potentiality until the observer observes them, at which point they
become observed in a state of actuality. For that state of actuality to actually be observed, the
observer must be present for its world as it focuses its attention on its world.

If the observer is not present to observe its world, its world remains in an unobserved state of
potentiality. Both the form of things in that world and the flow of energy through that world that
animates all things remain in an unobserved state of potentiality. In terms of the holographic
principle, the observer is no longer in an accelerated frame of reference since the energy of that
reference frame is no longer expended. Without the expenditure of that energy, the observer
enters into an ultimate state of free fall. In that ultimate state of free fall, in which no energy is
expended and there is no acceleration, the observer no longer has an event horizon that acts as a
holographic screen. In that ultimate state of free fall, the observer's holographic world disappears
from existence from the observer's own point of view.

In the language of nonduality, this ultimate state of free fall is described as falling into the void.
When the observer enters into an ultimate state of free fall, not only does the observer's
holographic world disappear from existence from the observer's own point of view, but the
observer itself as a point of view at the center of its own holographic world also disappears from
existence. When the observer is not present to perceive its own holographic world, the observer
ceases to exist as an individual presence of consciousness with its own inherent sense of being
present. This ultimate state of free fall leads to an ultimate state of dissolution, in which the
observer's individual being as a presence of consciousness at the center of its own holographic
world dissolves back into the void like a drop of water that dissolves back into the ocean.

Your world only appears to come into existence because you are present for that world as you
focus your attention on it and perceive it. That world only appears to be real and things in that
world only feel real because you are focusing your attention on that world and those things.
When you withdraw your attention away from that world and are no longer present to perceive it,
that world and all things in that world disappear from existence from your own point of view.

Things feel real to the observer because things are animated by the flow of energy that animates
everything in the observer's world. The observer not only perceives the form of things, but also
the flow of energy that animates things. The perception of that flow of energy feels real. That
feeling of reality makes things appear real in the observer's holographic world even though that
world is only a virtual reality. That energy is inherent in the observer's accelerated frame of
reference. When the observer withdraws its attention away from its world, it also withdraws its



investment of energy in that world. When that energy is no longer expressed, the observer enters
into an ultimate state of free fall in which its holographic world disappears from existence.

When you are not present for that world and do not focus your attention on that world, that world
disappears from existence from your point of view. There’s nothing mysterious about the world
disappearing from existence from your own point of view when you are not present for that
world and no longer focus your attention on that world. This happens each night in deep sleep. In
deep sleep, your world disappears from existence from your own point of view.

Awakening is much like deep sleep, except with awakening, you not only withdraw your focus of
attention away from your world, but you also refocus your attention on your own sense of being
present. As you withdraw your attention away from the world you perceive and no longer are
present to perceive that world, your world disappears from existence from your own point of
view. If you simultaneously shift the focus of your attention onto your own sense of being
present as a presence of consciousness at the center of that world and keep your attention focused
on yourself as that presence of consciousness while that world disappears from existence, you
are looking within into the emptiness of your own being. To know the absolute nothingness that
you truly are, you have to look within into the emptiness of your own being while your world
disappears from existence from your own point of view.

This experience of realizing the truth of what you really are, is experienced as falling into the
void and the experience of dissolution. In this ultimate state of free fall and dissolution, your
individual consciousness, which is divided from the undivided and unlimited consciousness of
the void, returns to and reunites itself with its source. Individual consciousness, as it perceives its
own world from its own point of view, is always limited in the sense that its perceivable world is
limited. The source of your individual, limited consciousness is the undivided and unlimited
consciousness of the void. As your divided and limited consciousness returns to and reunites
itself with its source, it dissolves back into its source like a drop of water that dissolves into the
ocean. This ultimate state of dissolution is called truth-realization or spiritual enlightenment. In
this ultimate state of dissolution, your individual being dissolves back into undivided being.

The Nature of Delusion in a Nutshell

The illusion of having a personal soul is the same illusion as the illusion of having a personal
Self, which is the same illusion as the illusion of having personal consciousness. These illusions
all arise from the illusion of personal self-identification. Impersonal consciousness is identifying
itself with the form of a person. That personal self-identification is always emotionally driven.
The expression of personally biased emotions makes impersonal consciousness feel emotionally
self-limited to the emotionally animated form of a person. The expression of personally biased
emotions arises from personal bias in the focus of attention of consciousness. In spite of personal
bias in the focus of its attention, the true nature of consciousness is always impersonal. At its
core, delusion is nothing more than impersonal consciousness falsely believing that it is a person.



Awakening simply means awakening to the truth of what you really are. If you want to awaken at
the level of either the integrated state or the ultimate state, you have to overcome this false belief
that you are a person. You have to break the hypnotic spell. The way you break the hypnotic spell
at the level of the integrated state is by surrendering the personally biased expression of your
individual will to the unbiased expression of divine will. That's how the motion of the Self comes
into alignment with the normal flow of things. Personally biased emotions are no longer
expressed when you surrender and personal self-identification comes to an end. The way you
break the hypnotic spell at the level of the ultimate state is by destroying the Self. The Self is
destroyed when you become selfless and desireless. That's when the Self becomes motionless
and you fall into the void. That's when the individual being of the Self dissolves back into the
undivided being of its Source like a drop of water that dissolves back into the ocean. That's when
you stop being a Self and know the true impersonal nature of what you are.


